PLEASE PHOTOCOPY AND PASS TO YOUR FRIENDS AND CONTACTS

Dave Starbuck’s - Revelation Tapes - Half Price DVDs
Informative & hard to get films containing essential information on controversial subjects suppressed by the
mainstream media - Dave Starbuck is an investigative journalist, a meticulous researcher & a vibrant presenter
ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED ONLINE AND PAID BY BANK CARD AT www.RevelationAudioVisual.com

ALL DVDs ON THIS PAGE - HALF PRICE - to 31st MAY 2017
This is a list of some of our earlier top well evidenced & verifiable
DVD presentations covering many of the most important subjects
DVD n PLUTOCRACY: POLITICAL REPRESSION OF THE MASSES
The long and painful journey towards achieving workers rights and fair
wages has been marked by violence, discrimination, and inhumane
exploitation in the early years of the 20th century with workers under
extreme conditions plagued by brutalizing hours, unprecedented
accident rates and severe health hazards. This is a smart & engrossing
investigation of an issue which continues to drive economic instability &
power dynamics today. Enthralling & certainly thought provoking.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n CLEARING THE SMOKE: THE SCIENCE OF CANNABIS
Reveals how cannabis acts on the brain & in the body to treat nausea,
pain, epilepsy and potentially even cancer. Extensive interviews with
patients, doctors, researchers and sceptics detail the promises & the
limitations of medicinal cannabis. This video is important because it
primarily investigates the scientific basis underlying the medical benefits
of marijuana use. People are now realising that it is highly likely one of
the most important natural cures ever. Not to be missed.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n EGYPT’S GOLDEN EMPIRE - Over 3,500 years ago, Egypt
was on the brink of its greatest age - the New Kingdom. There was an
explosion of creativity, wealth and power that would make it the envy
of the world. Successive Pharaohs expanded and maintained their
Empire through both force and diplomacy. In the process, they won
Egypt vast amounts of gold, influence and respect and, with papyrus,
created a bureaucratic efficiency and cultural sophistication previously
unknown to mankind. Very informative with great detail.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n INCONTROVERTIBLE 911 EVIDENCE - Is the first and only
feature length documentary on 9/11 which portrays the frank and
candid views of Police Officers, Firefighters & Soldiers as they express
their grave concerns about the official explanation of the events of
9/11. The film is intended to act as a powerful practical aid in combating
the mainstream media's blatant propaganda and outright lies concerning
the attacks on September 11th 2001. This could well be the one film to
make the difference. It is impossible to ignore.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n THE MONEY FIX - Many people now know that our current
money system is an elite scam. This video explores our relationship with
money. The film also documents three types of alternative money
systems, all of which help solve economic problems for the communities
in which they operate. Also examining economic patterning in both the
human and the natural worlds, and through this lens we learn how we
can empower ourselves by redesigning the lifeblood of the economy at
a community level. Empowering and essential revelations.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n THE ORIGIN OF DEMOCRACY - the three ancient civilisations
credited with the birth of modern democracy - Roman, Greek, and
Persian - were anything but democratic, with 50% of people being
slaves and women were not permitted to participate in political matters.
Many topics covered including propaganda, corrupting the minds of
young people, dissent related charges, poisoning activists, Socrates,
the birthright of most politicians, aristocratic democracy, brainwashing,
the “Gods” blessing and much more. Eye opening.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n THIRD REICH: OPERATION UFO (NAZI BASE IN
ANTARCTICA) - For the first time, the legendary 2006 Russian
documentary in its entirety, fully translated into English. The film
explores the historical mysteries of a Nazi secret base in Antarctica, the
1947 flying saucer attack on Admiral Byrd's ill-fated 'Operation
Highjump' expedition, the occult origins of Third Reich antigravity
engines, flying discs and ancient Atlantean technologies, Operation
Paperclip, the Nazi flying saucer programme, polar wormholes, visiting
ET spaceships. Stunning. Not to be missed.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17

2 DVD Set n STARGATE SECRETS / OUT FROM UNDER
MAJESTIC - Over 4 hours of the infamous Dan Burisch discussing the
UFO/alien phenomenon and his experiences in Area 51 in great detail.
Articulate, provocative, compelling, and, as some insist, challenging to
believe, Dan and his story are integral components of our efforts to
understand and come to grips with the bewildering labyrinth that is the
mystery of who the aliens are, why they are here, how we interact with
them, and what may be at stake. Mind expanding. 2 DVDs
WAS £15 - NOW £7 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n MARS, PYRAMIDS AND CHANGES IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM
- Examining key NASA photos and data which suggest there may be life
on Mars. In most cases, NASA will not now discuss it. Analysis and
discussion is left to independent researchers like Richard Hoagland and
David Wilcock who suggest there are links between structures on Mars
and the Pyramids in Egypt. Is this true, or is it just a fantasy? This is a
well researched and very detailed examination of the evidence which
will enable you to make your own mind up. Mind expanding.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
2 DVD Set n RAW FOR LIFE - Examining the hard facts regarding the
benefits of a simple raw food diet particularly as our ancestors did just
that for many thousands of years. Some of the items covered are
starting out on a raw food diet, weight reduction, detox and cleaning,
rejuvenation and longevity, recipes from leading world class chefs,
health and wellness, the wisdom of eating raw food, optimal athletic
performance, spiritual aspects and beating diabetes. Very entertaining,
educational and empowering. Highly recommended. 2 DVDs
WAS £15 - NOW £7 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n THE DAY BEFORE DISCLOSURE - A film documenting the
growing awareness and the build up to what can potentially be the
single, most important event in human history, the day the UFO and ET
presence becomes a world wide accepted reality. A story that alters the
foundation of everything you thought you knew, and takes you all the
way from the darkest abyss of living nightmares, through to the
brightest hope for the future of humanity. There’s over twenty experts
giving the facts. Exceptionally highly rated.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n SPEAKING OF AGENDA 21 - Depopulation, no longer a myth,
no longer an urban legend. Michael Shaw and Dr. Stanley Monteith
explain the United Nations' Agenda 21. A plan of socialist wealth
redistribution to bring down the western civilisation. Seeking to regulate
economic resources under the guise of protecting them for "future
generations". They want to kill you with a regulatory process to control
the economy to kill you by shutting down life giving economic activity of
production and consumption. Definitely eye opening.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17
DVD n PROGRAMMING OF LIFE: INTELLIGENT DESIGN OR
EVOLUTION - An exploration of microbiology, information science, and
the origin of life. Highlighting the algorithmic informational aspects of all
life. There are millions of real digital computer programs and computers
in cells. This is an exceptionally detailed, yet easy to understand
scientific, with mathematical probabilities, examination into the origin of
life that will leave you in no doubt whatsoever that evolution is simply
not possible. Impossible to ignore truly stunning details. Exceptional.
WAS £10 - NOW £5 UNTIL 31-MAY-17

FREE POSTAGE & PACKING WORLDWIDE VIA AIR MAIL
Please make all cheques and postal orders
payable to D. Starbuck and send to:
Dept B, 52 Lancaster Ave. Aldridge, Walsall, WS9 8RQ, UK
or pay by Bank Card at www.revelationaudiovisual.com
For Web Site orders there is a “LINK” near the top of the
main web page to an extra page with the discount prices

